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“….engagement, resilience, thriving, innovation, 
creativity, collaboration, all the things that 
companies really want, money doesn’t get you 
any of that.”

- Marcus Buckingham, HBR IdeaCast

1. Employee engagement
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There’s mixed views and news about the Great 
Resignation. Despite the conditions being ripe 
for it, Australian workers aren’t yet leaving in 
droves like their US counterparts.


PWC’s report into The Future of Work found:


• 38% of Australian workers plan to leave 
their job in the coming year.


• Alignment of values between workers and 
organisations isn’t a novelty, it is now a 
baseline expectation.


• Improved remuneration and reward ranks 
first with employees and wellbeing is their 
second highest priority, especially mental 
health and work-life balance.


1. Employee engagement

The return on each $1 invested in mental health 
support is estimated to return $2.30 on average.


PWC found there’s little correlation to gender or 
generation in their data.


Marcus Buckingham found the same when 
analysing employee engagement and resilience. 
Country of residence does matter, though, with 
Sweden ranking lowest and UAE the highest.


What do employees really want? There are two 
things they desire:


• To feel as though someone cares about them 
at work.


• To do something they love every day.
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Here’s some key questions for employers:


• Where does purpose fit into the employee 
value proposition?


• How can we help our people progress 
towards their life goals?


• Do we accept that some employees may 
only be with us for a short period of time?


• How do we engage Gen Zs?


• Have we considered ‘stay’ interviews?


• Are there better ways of designing jobs and 
roles?


• How do we combine what people love doing 
with what needs doing?


You can read more in CPA’s InTheBlack article featuring 
Jane Jackson and myself

Something missing? 
Finding purpose at 

work.
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- Deloitte, C-Suite Insights

“A company’s purpose—its ‘why' in the eyes of its 
stakeholders— is the best framework to keep focused on 
long-term value and to navigate complex risks. It makes the 
company more valuable, focused and resilient.”

2. Organisational purpose

“Profit of the company can be earned in one of two ways. 
It can be earned through creating benefits for us as 
customers and societies in the natural world, or it can be 
done through wealth transfer, at the expense of others.”

- Colin Meyer, Saïd Business School
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The current focus on organisational purpose 
isn’t a passing fad nor is it a 1-3 year project 
for CEOs, strategists and leadership teams.


An organisation’s purpose is its DNA and 
describes the value it intends to add to 
society - which is critical for survival, 
performance and prosperity.


Apart from inspiring employees in their work 
and motivating them to stick around, purpose 
is critical in helping companies transform and 
compete in their industry. 


Unilever, Mars Petcare and Securitas as 
examples of companies that have succeeded 
in purpose-led transformations.

That doesn’t mean it’s easy though, with 
McKinsey finding that 70% of purpose 
transformations fail to reach their goal.


A well crafted purpose statement helps, and here’s 
some interesting examples:


• A better world for pets - Mars Petcare


• Help make your world a safer place - Securitas


• We help people hear and be heard - Cochlear


• We create spaces where people thrive - Dexus


Crafting or refreshing a purpose statement is just 
the start of the process, the challenge is to 
embed it in everything you do and ensure people 
feel connected to it in their day to day work.
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Here’s some key questions for directors, 
executives and leaders:


• Do we understand the difference between vision, 
mission and purpose?


• What is our benefit to society?


• How does purpose translate into performance 
and commercial success?


• What are the attributes of great purpose 
statements?


• What are our competitors doing and what does 
best practice look like?


• Does it feel real for the every day work of our 
people?

A shameless selfie taken while working with a leadership 
team on their purpose transformation journey!
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3. Mission, vision & purpose?

It’s easy to get crossed wires and confused when 
talking about organisational purpose because 
there are many terms that aren’t consistently 
defined.


Here’s a quick cheat sheet for navigating the 
‘word salad’ of terms:


• Vision - the world you want to see created


• Purpose - your role in pursuing that vision


• Pillars - key components of your purpose


• Mission - a focal point / differentiation


• Values - non-negotiable features of your identity 
or culture
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4. Personal purpose

With events like fires, floods, climate change, 
the pandemic and Ukraine invasion, many 
people are reflecting on meaning and purpose 
in their lives.


And this is before weighing up personal factors 
such as work commitments, changes in 
routines, family or significant life events.


Gartner found the pandemic has caused 65% 
of workers to alter the way they think or live.


A study into purpose as a predictor of mortality 
found that it brings significant physical and 
mental health benefits.


It also found that an unsuccessful search for 
purpose can lead to anxiety and stress.

In my work I’ve found that purpose can mean very 
different things to different people, as explained 
in this article for HR Daily. 

What is purpose and do your people 
have enough of it?
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Common questions people are asking about 
personal purpose include:


• Do I need a personal purpose statement?


• Is it about helping myself, others or both?


• Can meaning and purpose co-exist with my 
work and career?


• What could or should my purpose plan be?


• Where does happiness fit into the equation?


• Am I trying to help too many people / causes?


• How do I make a difference when the 
challenges we face are so immense?


• I’m doing okay, but how can I amplify my 
impact many times over?
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5. Find out more

I trust this outline has given you some new 
insights and food for thought on what is an 
emerging and often confusing topic.


Some sources of further information that you 
might like to explore are:


• On Purpose newsletter via LinkedIn or email


• The Business Purpose Project website


• Connecting Profit with Purpose book


• Corporate Conversations on Purpose 
episodes


• Talking Purpose in Business & Life episodes


Here’s my profile on LinkedIn so don’t be shy in 
connecting! 🌿


To enquire about keynotes, presentations, curated 
conversations or guiding your response, please 
contact:


• Keith Harwood, Inspire Speakers


• Email: keith@inspirespeakers.com.au 


• Phone: 0450 077 997
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